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Abstract：To explore the mechanism of stall point shift in detail，a series of experiments are conducted to
explore the effects of circumferential inlet distortions on compressor instability evolutions with three different dis⁃
tortion intensities. During the experiments，the high-response dynamic test points are mounted to measure static
pressures at rotor tips and total pressures at stator trailing edges，and an additional test point is set on the wall
of the plenum to detect the system response. The results demonstrate that the decrease of mass flow rate near ro⁃
tating stall under circumferential inlet distortions is due to that it is the occurrence of spike-type stall inception
that leads to the flow instability instead of that of the partial surge. The instability inception of partial surge oc⁃
curs under uniform inlet conditions and it is in the form of axisymmetric low-frequency disturbances localized in
the stator hub region. The low-frequency disturbance still can appear under circumferential inlet distortions but
the propagation characteristic of axisymmetric is suppressed. Therefore，the low-frequency disturbance cannot be
further developed，and the final compressor instability is caused by the spike-type inception at the rotor tip. In
conclusion，circumferential inlet distortion can change the stall route so as to extend the stalled operation point.
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摘 要：为深入探究失速点变化机理，采用实验方法探究了三种不同周向畸变强度的进气边界对压

气机失稳演化的影响机理。在试验过程中，通过增加动态测试点以测量转子叶尖的静压和静子尾缘的总

压，并在压气机出口容腔内增加测点以检测系统响应。结果表明，当进口存在周向畸变时，失稳点流量

的减小是由于压气机的失稳演化过程从局部喘振转变成了突尖波。在均匀进气时，该压气机失速演化过

程为局部喘振，扰动以低频轴对称的形式出现在静子叶根区域。当进口存在周向畸变时，静子叶根处仍

会出现不稳定低频扰动，但由于周向畸变的存在使其不再具备轴对称性，因此该低频扰动无法进一步发

展，最终由于转子叶尖出现了突尖波导致压气机失稳。本研究主要结论为周向进气畸变可以通过改变压

气机失速过程进而影响压气机失速点变化。

关键词：跨声速压气机；稳定裕度；失速先兆；周向进气畸变；局部喘振

1 Introduction

The uniform inflow is not always realised at the in⁃
let section during application. When the engine encoun⁃
ters the distortion inflow，the compressor has the poten⁃
tial to rotating stall or surge，which can lead to cata⁃
strophic consequences. Thus，the investigation of inlet
distortion has been implemented since the 1950s due to
practical problems，like gust，ground swirl，and flight
maneuvers ［1］. The previous experimental studies sug⁃
gest that the inlet distortion deteriorates the compressor
performance and reduces the stall margin（increase in
stall mass flow） in most circumstances［2-7］. Due to the
limitations of the instrument，only steady-state data can
be measured in previous experiments. As for the simula⁃
tion method，Mazzawy ［8］ and Hynes et al［9］ built two-
dimensional simulation models to investigate the propa⁃
gation of small-amplitude disturbances under the cir⁃
cumferential inlet distortion condition. The computation
capability at that time，however，was not sufficient，so
their models inevitably made some assumptions. There⁃
fore，the physical mechanisms of the reduction in stall
margin have not been fully understood for five decades.
As for applications in engineering，the compressor de⁃
signers usually sacrifice operation range to ensure the
compressor can tolerate transient distortion inflow.

Until recently，to fulfill the economic target，the
boundary layer ingestion（BLI） ideal was proposed in
2009［10］. The BLI aircraft configuration has great poten⁃
tial in reducing noise and fuel consumption. The circum⁃
ferential distortion has become a continuous operating

condition for the modern compressor design. Therefore，
the requirements for compressor stability under continu⁃
ous circumferential distortion conditions have been pro⁃
posed immediately. Circumferential distortion has be⁃
come a subject of increasing interest in compressor sta⁃
bility over recent years. With improved measurement
methods in experiments，the cycling behaviour of the
unsteady disturbance under circumferential inlet distor⁃
tion（in some cases BLI distortion） was reported by
many researchers experimentally［11-13］. The disturbances
at the rotor tip grow in the low-momentum area and de⁃
cay in the high-momentum area，which is related to the
swirl angle and mass flow distribution. The compressors
stall when the disturbance can propagate around the an⁃
nular without dying out in the high-momentum region.
Specifically，the total pressure distortion at the tip domi⁃
nates the variation of the incidence angle so as to affect
the propagation of disturbance. It has also been found，
by means of that computational method，that the circum⁃
ferential inlet distortion has a non-negligible influence
on the compressor stability. Fidalgo et al.［14］ illustrate
the formation of the swirl flow upstream of the rotor.
They found that the reduction in stall margin linearly in⁃
creases with the distortion intensity. Zhang et al.［15］ com⁃
pared the distortion in different ranges and found that
the greatest distortion range leads to a more consider⁃
able loss in the stall margin. The adverse effect of cir⁃
cumferential distortion in this research is illustrated by
the flow blockage at the blade tip. Wenqiang et al. stud⁃
ied the circumferential distortion simulation systemati⁃
cally，including the computation model，boundary con⁃
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ditions，physical timesteps，and exit duct length ［16-18］.
One interesting finding is that the length of the exit duct
is an important feature to be considered if one wants to
simulate the stall margin of a compressor with circumfer⁃
ential distortion. Those investigations mainly focus on
spike-type stall inception compressors. The spike-type
stall inception is a short-length-scale disturbance origi⁃
nating from the rotor tip within serval pitches in width.
The formation of the spike is related to the three-
dimensional flow at the tip［19-21］. Therefore，the compres⁃
sor with spike-type stall inception also is classified as
tip critical compressor as the unstable phenomena occur
in the rotor tip region first.

Recently，various new stall inceptions have been
developed，focusing largely on hub highly load. This in⁃
creases the possibility of instability in the flow at the
hub. Dodds et al.［22-23］ found stall cells at the rotor hub
rotating at a relatively low speed. Pan et al.［24-27］ re⁃
ported a partial surge in 2014 and further investigated it
in the after years. The low-frequency partial surge dis⁃
turbance originates from the stator hub with no circum⁃
ferential phase difference. The influence of circumferen⁃
tial inlet distortion on the hub critical compressor re⁃
mains unclear. The subject of this paper is to reveal the
influence of circumferent inlet distortion on a transonic
axial compressor with partial surge stall inception. Dif⁃
ferent intensities of circumferent inlet distortion are
implemented experimentally.
2 Experimental methods

2.1 Compressor rig and measurement system

A schematic view of the test equipment is pre⁃
sented in Fig. 1. A power turbine drives the tested com⁃
pressor，connecting by a gearbox. The rotation speed
can increase continuously to the maximum value of
24000 r/min. Experiments in this paper were all tested
at 88% design speed（around 19360 r/min）because，in
our previous studies，the partial surge typically causes
the stall inception when running at 88% design speed.
The torque meter is connected to the gearbox to measure
the total work input. The setting chamber eliminates the
non-uniform inflow from the environment and guaran⁃
tees similar inlet flow conditions before the gauze.
Thus，the gauze is mounted downstream of the chamber.

The test rig is a single-stage transonic compressor. The
specification of the compressor is summarised in Table 1
and Table 2.

To illustrate the measurement system on the tested
compressor，the tested stage configuration is shown in
Fig. 2. The circumferential inlet distortion is introduced
by installing a distortion gauze sector at the compressor’s
intake downstream of the settling chamber. The param⁃
eters of the gauze are well-designed and summarised in
Table 3. The d and l represent the wire diameter and in⁃
terval distance，respectively. Low-response total pres⁃
sure probes are located at the inlet（Sections A）and out⁃
let（Section D） of the compressor. Specifically， six
combs are used to get the total pressure accurately at the
outlet section under a highly skewed total pressure trans⁃
versal distribution. There are five measurement posi⁃
tions at each comb equal-area distributed along the ra⁃
dial direction. The total pressures are averaged by the
area-average method. The steady-state total pressure
probes are 24PC produced by Honeywell，which the
full-scale output error is within 0.25%. Four high-
respondent static pressure transducers are mounted up⁃
stream of the rotor leading edge equal-circumferential
distance（Section B）. Downstream of the stator，twelve
dynamic total pressure transducers are mounted at an
equal distance from each other in the circumferential
and radial direction. To monitor the pressure in the ple⁃
num downstream of the compressor outlet，static pres⁃
sure transducers are mounted in the plenum. The dy⁃
namic total pressure and static pressure transducers are
Kulite XL-140-20D and Kulite XL-190-25D， in
which the full-scale output errors are within 0.05% and
0.1%.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the rig test facility
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2.2 Data acquisition and analysis

In this paper，three different gauzes are mounted
upstream of the rotor. For quantification of the distortion
intensities，the distortion coefficient definition is given
below［28］

DC 120 = pAverage - pDistorted1
2 ρv2

（1）

To acquire the operation condition and compressor
performance，the measurement system records for over
five seconds at each steady-state operation point. The
data in the compressor map is averaged by more than 50
samples to smooth the environment noise. The mass flow
is calculated by

ṁ = κm∙K p
*
0πR2
T *
0
q (λ 0 ) （2）

κm is a boundary layer correlation coefficient. K is
an aerodynamic coefficient，0.0404. p*0，T *

0 is total pres⁃
sure and temperature downstream the setting chamber.
R is the radius of the probe. q (λ 0 ) is an aerodynamic pa⁃
rameter calculated from the inlet total pressure tempera⁃
ture and static pressure.

For the total pressure measurement，there are four
combs mounted at the inlet section，assuming that there
is not much mixing right after the gauze. Two combs are
set in the distorted region，and the other two are placed
in the undistorted region. The total pressure counter at
the outlet section could be very complex，so six combs

Fig. 2 Tested stage and configuration of measurement system

Table 1 Design parameters of the compressor

Parameter
Rotor speed/（r/min）
Total pressure ratio

Design mass flow rate/（kg/s）
Hub/Tip ratio of rotor
Aspect ratio of rotor
Number of rotor blade
Number of stator blade
Number of splitter blade

Value
2.2×104
1.6
13.5
0.565
0.956
17
29
29

Table 2 Detailed blade parameters

Parameter
Rotor tip

Rotor middle
Rotor hub
Stator tip

Stator middle
Stator hub
Splitter tip

Splitter middle
Splitter hub

Inflow angle/（°）
61.7
58.55
49.1
47.02
44.27
53.35
23.00
27.89
34.39

Outflow angle/（°）
61.7
50.89
10.1
23.00
23.94
32.83
-7.86
-5.04
-7.37

Solidity
1.29
1.54
2.09
1.36
1.52
1.81
0.94
1.13
1.33

Table 3 Design parameters of gauzes

Distortion intensity（DC120）
0.33
0.47
0.52

d/m
0.10
0.09
0.08

l/m
0.35
0.25
0.18
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are mounted at cross-section D. All the data recorded is
area-averaged to obtain the total pressure value at each
section. The total pressure ratio is defined by

π* = p*out
p*in

（3）
Adiabatic torque efficiency is used in this paper.

η =
m∙ kR

k - 1 ∙T t,in∙
é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúú( )π *

r
k - 1
k - 1

( )g∙T t,in ∙( )2π
60 n

（4）

T t，in is the torque input measured by the torque me⁃
ter as presented in Fig. 1.

The high-response measurement system is acti⁃
vated around the near stall operation point in the uni⁃
form inflow case. The near stall operation point was esti⁃
mated based on previous experiments. In the distortion
case，the high-response measurement system is acti⁃
vated after the peak total pressure ratio point. The sam⁃
pling frequency of this high-response measurement sys⁃
tem is 50 kHz. All the dynamic data is appropriately fil⁃
tered to show the stall event in the next chapter.
3 Experimental results

The overall compressor performance and the insta⁃
bility evolution with different inflow conditions are dem ⁃
onstrated in this section. In particular，the pre-stall be⁃
haviours with uniform and distorted inflow are shown for
comparison.
3.1 Overall performances

In Fig. 3， uniform total-to-total pressure ratio
（TPR） and efficiency are plotted against distortion in⁃
flows. The results were obtained under the same thermal
conditions. The pressure ratio and efficiency in the inlet
distortion cases are lower compared with the uniform

case throughout the whole operating range，showing that
the distortion has an adverse effect on the compressor
performance.

Among those three distortion cases with different
intensities，the change of stall point mass flow is consis⁃
tent with the findings in other papers. As the distortion
intensity rises，the stall point mass flow rate increases.
This observation has led others to posit that an increase
in distortion intensity causes a greater total pressure dif⁃
ference between the distorted and undistorted regions.
Therefore，both the axial velocity and swirl angle have
changed. After the gauze，the axial velocity is reduced，
and the enlarged circumferential heterogeneity produces
a stronger swirl angle at the edge of distortion. The
spikes stall inception is related to the incidence angle.
At the trailing edge of the distortion region，the inci⁃
dence reaches its maximum value around the annular.
As a result， the stronger intensity of distortion， the
larger the stall point mass flow rate is. Because the stall
inception has converted from partial surge to spikes，
this explanation also applies to this compressor.

However，an unexpected result shows that the stall
point mass flow rates of the three circumferential distor⁃
tions cases decrease by 6.7%~8.7% when compared
with the uniform case，instead of increasing or remain⁃
ing the same value as reported in other papers. Thus，
the following chapters discuss the stall events to investi⁃
gate the reduction of the stall point mass flow rate.
3.2 Instability evolution

The rig was throttled slightly from the final stable
operation point during the distortion cases to trigger the
whole compressor instability. The evolutions of stall pro⁃
cesses recorded by dynamic measurement and steady

Fig. 3 Compressor performances
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measurement are analysed to reveal the mass flow rate
reduction mechanism.

The stall inception of this compressor at 88% de⁃
sign speed is the typical partial surge，as indicated by
previous studies ［24-27］，originating in the stator hub re⁃
gion. Thus，the stator hub total pressure data from all
four cases are processed by the windows Fourier trans⁃
form（WFT）method in Fig. 4. Note that the timeframes
of all four cases are rearranged by defining the stall
point as the 0th revolution to show the relative chrono⁃
logical order of the low and high-frequency distur⁃
bances. Low-frequency disturbances are marked by
light grey stripes，and high-frequency disturbances are
marked by dark grey stripes. In the uniform case，the
partial surge disturbances occur axis-symmetrically
around 250 revolutions prior to the stall point. In the dis⁃
tortion cases，however，the low-frequency disturbances
become unsynchronised between distorted and undis⁃

torted regions. It is shown that the circumferential distor⁃
tion has an adverse effect on the stability in the distorted
region. As a result，the flow in the distorted region tends
to become unstable prior to the distorted region，as
marked by the blue surfaces. To further investigate the
stall event in the distortion cases，more analyses on the
distortion case with DC120=0.33 are presented in the fol⁃
lowing section.

Fig. 5 shows the normalised pressure coefficient at
the stator hub in the uniform case and distortion case
with DC120=0.33. Hereafter，the circumferential distor⁃
tion case refers to the circumferential distortion with
DC120=0.33，unless specifically stated. The normalised
pressure coefficient is calculated as the total pressure
value divided by the maximum total pressure value，aim⁃
ing to show the relative amplitude of the disturbances
compared to the surge. In the uniform case，the stalled
process is divided into two periods：the hub margin and

Fig. 4 WFT results of the data from the stator hub in uniform and three circumferential distortion cases
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the partial surge， distinguished by grey dash lines.
Some small-scale disturbances occur in the stator hub
region before the occurrence of the partial surge，indi⁃
cating that the flow in the stator hub region has become
unstable. At 250 revolutions prior to the stall point，con⁃
tinuous partial surge disturbances occur. The fluctua⁃
tions of total pressure lead to the variation of the inci⁃
dence angle. With a decreased mass flow rate，namely
the axial velocity，the incidence angle exceeds the criti⁃
cal value and the compressor stall with rotating stall
cells.

The whole stall event of the circumferential distor⁃
tion case is introduced in three periods：the hub mar⁃
gin，the partial surge，and the tip margin，each distin⁃
guished by grey dash lines. Note that the distorted and
undistorted are plotted in black and blue，respectively.
The low-frequency disturbances occur at the -1900th
revolution in the undistorted region. Then，those low-
frequency disturbances become more and more frequent.
The amplitude of those disturbances is almost twice as
large as the value in the uniform case and is of the same
magnitude as the partial surge disturbances. In the cir⁃
cumferential direction， those low-frequency distur⁃
bances are not synchronous between the distorted region
and the undistorted region. It is not until the 1420th

revolution that some downward disturbances occur in
the distorted hub region，indicating that the flow in the
distorted region has become unsteady. Those distur⁃
bances， however， are with smaller amplitudes com⁃
pared with the value in the undistorted region.

After 150 revolutions，the continuous partial surge
disturbances occur with two downward pulses. The con⁃
tinuous partial surge disturbances last for 660 revolu⁃
tions and convert from high-level total pressure with
downward pulses to low-level total pressure with upward
pulses. Those disturbances are axisymmetric at the sta⁃
tor hub as there is no phase difference between distorted
and undistorted regions. It is shown that the circumferen⁃
tial distortion has little effect on the partial surge distur⁃
bance in the hub region. Without leading to the whole
compressor instability，the continuous partial surge dis⁃
turbances disappear at around -400th revolution.

Following the -400th revolution，there are no sig⁃
nificant unsteady flow phenomena observed on this scale
until the stall point. During this period，the unsteady
phenomena localise at the rotor tip in the form of high-
frequency， small-amplitude disturbances，which will
be demonstrated later.

The low-frequency disturbance in the undistorted
region is related to the circumferential distortion as

Fig. 5 Pressure signal in different positions from the uniform and DC120=0.33 cases
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those disturbances only localise a portion of the hub re⁃
gion. Thus，to further demonstrate the features of those
disturbances，the data from rotor tip，stator tip，stator
hub and plenum during the hub margin period are replot⁃
ted in Fig. 6. There are corresponding disturbances in
the stator tip region for those low-frequency distur⁃
bances in the stator hub region. Unlike the continuous
partial disturbances，however，those disturbances have
little effect on the rotor tip and plenum. The amplitude
of the disturbance indicates that the disturbances origi⁃
nate in the stator hub and can only propagate radially.
The frequency of those disturbances is around 7Hz from
the FFT result，smaller than the Helmholtz frequency，
showing that this disturbance is different from the partial
surge disturbance. Based on our previous experiments，
several downward pulses could occur before the continu⁃
ous partial surge disturbances，which also occurs in this
experiment. However，the low-frequency disturbances，
in this case，originate in only a portion of the annular
over varying frequencies compared to the partial surge
disturbance. Thus，it is a reasonable hypothesis that the
low-frequency disturbance is relative to the circumferen⁃
tial distortion. The circumferential distortion loads a por⁃
tion of the hub region. Therefore，in the highly loaded
region，the flow tends to become unstable early. This

can also be verified from the WFT results in Fig. 4，
where the low-frequency always occurs early in the un⁃
distorted region， considering all the three distortion
cases.

After 150 revolutions，partial surge disturbances
occur. It is axisymmetric in the hub region，as plotted in
Fig. 7. The spectral analysis on the right shows that the
frequency of the partial surge is still 12Hz，which is
identical to the previous result in the uniform inflow
case. However，unlike the uniform case，the continuous
partial surge disturbances fail to induce the formation of
rotating stall cells.

To further explain this result， the WFT results
from the four transducers tapped on the rotor casing wall
are shown in Fig. 8 to show both the continuous partial
surge disturbance and the high-frequency disturbance.
The partial surge disturbance in the undistorted region
is larger than that of the distorted region at the rotor tip.
Thus，the high-frequency disturbance associated with
the partial surge disturbance rise in the undistorted re⁃
gion，as denoted by the black arrow，and stays at the
ground value in the distorted region，denoted by the
blue arrow. The relationship between the partial surge
disturbance and high-frequency disturbance was ex⁃
plained in 2017 by Pan et al.［29］. The high-frequency

Fig. 6 Disturbances during the hub margin period
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disturbance，namely the unformed rotating stall cell dis⁃
turbance，fails to propagate around the annular. As a re⁃
sult，the compressor can still operate steadily during the
partial surge disturbance period.

After the disappearance of the partial surge，no sig⁃
nificant unsteady flow phenomena on a large scale oc⁃
curs until the stall point. This is because the unsteady
disturbances are localised in the rotor region on smaller
scales. Thus，the pressure data from the rotor tip is fil⁃
tered by the high-frequency pass method and plotted in
Fig. 9. Black dash lines mark that the high-frequency
disturbances appear in the undistorted region and disap⁃
pear in the distorted region until the spike occurs in the
distorted region.

With further throttled，the high-frequency distur⁃
bance in the distorted region begins to rise. When the
blade exits the distortion region，its loading reaches its
maximum in the distortion region. A downward spike
type stall inception occurs，marked in the red circle in
Fig. 9，and the rotating stall cells form and propagate
along the annular. This is then followed by spikes. The
initial speed of spike propagation speed is around 0.65
rotor pass frequency（RPF）and decreases to 0.57 RPF
with the final formation of stall cells.

Fig. 8 WFT results of the data from the rotor tip to show the

partial surge disturbance and high-frequency disturbance

Fig. 7 Characteristics of partial surge
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4 Conclusions

The effects of circumferential distortion on partial-
surge stall inception are demonstrated on a transonic
compressor in this paper. The instability evolutions with
uniform and distortion inflow are in the investigation.
Unlike other tip-critical compressors，the experimental
results show that the stalled point mass flow rate is not
adversely affected by distortion. The experimental data
are analysed to show the difference in instability evolu⁃
tion. Under the circumferential distortion，the stall in⁃
ception that triggers the whole compressor instability is
converted from partial surge to spikes. The unsteady
phenomenon before the stall still suggests that the flow
of the stator hub region has the potential to become un⁃
stable and grow into large-amplitude disturbances. Two
different routes that lead to stall are presented. The key
findings are as follow：

（1）The circumferential distortion can reduce the
stalled point mass flow rate by converting the partial
surge inception into spikes inception. This is highlighted
by comparison with the uniform case.

（2） In the DC120=0.33 distortion case，the distor⁃
tion mainly influences the tip region. At the tip，the am⁃
plitude of the partial surge disturbance is much lower
than in the distorted area. Thus，the high-frequency dis⁃
turbances associated with the partial surge disturbances
in the distorted area are below the critical value and fail

to propagate into rotating stall cells.
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